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A B S T R A C T

The implementation of the Sendai Framework offers an opportunity for expanding the global application of
standardized loss accounting systems for recording disaster impacts. However, the Sendai indicators and existing
global disaster databases offer limited utility in achieving the aims of the Sendai Framework through the
creation of a knowledge base relevant for informed risk reduction strategies in varied hazard and vulnerability
contexts. Using cascading analyses and systems thinking, this paper explores new approaches for improving
methodologies for loss and damage data. It focuses on the subset of small-scale disasters and slow-onset hazards,
and demonstrates how a systems approach to cascading risk can improve the utility of disaster databases from
reactive and static measures of economic loss, to tools for assessing risk and vulnerability across temporal and
spatial scales.

1. Introduction

The introduction of measurable and monitorable targets in the
Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction has spurred a global
initiative for more accurate and comprehensive data on the impact of
disasters [52]. To demonstrate progress in achieving the goals and
targets of the Sendai Framework, countries are required to report on a
set of 38 universal indicators demonstrating the reduction of risk and
losses over two ten-year periods. The resulting metrics will arguably
allow for an assessment of global trends in disaster risk reduction, and
facilitate informed decision-making and policy creation at the national
level. In order to assist national actors in the development of disaster
impact data, the UNISDR has produced technical guidance notes out-
lining minimum data standards and recommended common data prin-
ciples and methodologies for the collection, processing, and reporting
of statistical data [54]. Additionally, the agency has created the Sendai
Monitor, an online database platform that member states can use to
submit and store data corresponding with the Sendai indicators.

The efficacy and long-term utility of the proposed indicators in
meeting the aims of the Sendai Framework and providing a global
overview of disaster risk remains uncertain, not least because historical
losses provide only a partial and static snapshot of the risk produced by
hazards, exposure and social vulnerability [32]. The structural im-
perative of databases and indicator systems necessitates rendering
disasters as episodic events with temporal, geographical and statistical

boundaries, automatically restricting their potential to capture con-
textualized and fluid risk processes [23,60]. Nonetheless, following the
adage that ‘you cannot manage what you cannot measure’, disaster
databases offer a systematized collection of information on disaster
impacts that can be useful for understanding vulnerability and guiding
risk management strategies [57].

The Sendai indicators draw from and build on models of pre-ex-
isting global databases on disaster losses such as EMDAT, NATCAT and
DesInventar. While the indicators demonstrate a positive evolution in
accurately and comprehensively capturing information on disaster im-
pacts, they nevertheless contain many of the limitations of existing
methodologies for representing loss and damage generated by disasters
[59]. In addition to loss of human life, information in existing loss
databases is largely limited to direct economic losses, predominantly in
the housing, infrastructure, and insurance sectors. The bulk of existing
data is associated with fast-onset and extreme events, with low inclu-
sion rates for slow onset hazards and sub-national or small-scale dis-
asters [1]. The DesInventar database, implemented in over 80 coun-
tries, circumvents some of these limitations by offering a wider
inclusion criterion for disaster types, and data categories that can be
expanded and tailored to the specific needs of individual countries.
Data is georeferenced and collected at various governance scales, but
sources rely heavily on unverified news reports and the database is
often maintained by diverse national agencies or non-government ac-
tors within each country context. It, along with other global loss
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recording mechanisms, suffers from diverging national priorities and
approaches to the classification, measurement and statistical processing
of data, resulting in metrics that cannot be easily collated or compared
across different countries or database systems [1,19,26].

Following the DesInventar model, an effort has been made in the
Sendai indicators to capture a wider range of disaster types, impact
scales, and data categories that go beyond mortality, affected popula-
tion, and economic losses, but the coverage of losses in diverse sectors
still remains patchy and arbitrary in its scope. Losses in health and
agriculture have been given increased attention in the Sendai in-
dicators, but aspects of environmental losses or social impacts such as
migration are entirely missing from the indicator set. The framework
has taken the bold step of introducing cultural losses in the list of loss
indicators, but here too, the loss estimation methodology is limited to a
calculation of the direct economic cost of damage to the physical cul-
tural asset. Limited reporting periods and data categories restrict the
inclusion of losses generated by hazards such as droughts that produce
long gestation, indirect impacts or have weaker attribution chains
linking the hazard event with impact. As such, the new indicators
perpetuate existing trends of underestimating the true burden of dis-
asters, and represent a lost opportunity in developing a coherent and
internationally agreed upon system for the estimation of loss data [13].

The indicators of the Sendai Framework also remain exclusively
focused on the assessment of direct economic losses, defined in the
technical guidance notes as losses that ‘happen during the event or
within the first few hours after the event and are often assessed soon
after the event to estimate recovery cost and claim insurance payments’
[54]. The availability of data, and the burden of continuous data re-
porting on national and local governments is often cited as a justifica-
tion for limiting loss calculations to direct economic losses within dis-
aster databases, including the Sendai indicators. However, as evidenced
by the Sendai Framework Data Readiness Review conducted by the
UNISDR, most reviewed countries already collect information on the
majority of indicators, although this information currently exists in
disparate forms and locations [53]. Building on the same logic, it can be
argued that information on several indirect costs and impacts exists or
can be estimated using pre-existing data sources. For example, data on
migration or environmental indicators is being compiled by several
national and international agencies, including the Internal Displace-
ment and Migration Centre (IDMC) and the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), and indirect impacts such as
loss of tourist revenue due to damaged cultural assets can be calculated
using existing economic and sector-specific data. In the context of loss
reporting systems, what is required instead is the elucidation of ex-
panded data categories and attribution methodologies to assist coun-
tries in drawing a link between a hazard event and its potential impacts.
The improved recognition of extreme heat as a cause of death in mor-
tality registers for several European countries after the 2003 heat wave
event is an example of how improving information on attribution lin-
kages can result in more accurate procedures of accounting for disaster
losses [38,62].

The partial and inconsistent coverage of losses across scale, hazard
types, impact categories, and event severities points to inherent
weaknesses of the Sendai indicators and other loss accounting me-
chanisms to capture loss and vulnerability across the disaster process.
Conceptual and empirical progress in the field of disaster risk has not
necessarily translated into developments in the content and meth-
odologies employed by indicator systems and databases to provide
comprehensive risk information. In an attempt to address this gap, this
paper explores the potential utility of employing a cascading risk lens to
improve basic data infrastructure for disaster loss calculations. It ex-
plores the methodological tools offered by cascading risk analysis and
the overlapping fields of compound and interacting risk for unraveling
interdependencies and chains of disruption and amplification that
produce complex and divergent disaster impacts. Specifically, it ex-
amines the characteristics of extensive risk and slow onset events, and

using heat wave impacts as an example, discusses how conceptualizing
such disasters as a series of cascades can help in the development of
standardized approaches for their quantification in loss data systems.

2. Compound, interacting and cascading risk

Analysis of disaster interdependencies has been widely addressed in
the contiguous literature on compound, interacting and interconnected
risk. Compound risk commonly refers to the interaction of multiple
hazards or events that combine to produce extreme disasters capable of
generating widespread losses [23,27,60]. Spurred by the IPCC SREX
definition of compound events, works have focused on the processes
whereby a single climate or weather variable can, directly or indirectly,
interact with other variables to generate single, secondary or con-
current disaster events that are extreme in their impact. Models of
statistical dependence between multiple, connected climate variables
are developed to analyze, predict and prevent the impact risk of climate
extremes [33]. The discussion of compound hazards is principally lo-
cated in the fields of hazard science, technological systems, and climate
change studies, but recent iterations have evolved beyond natural ha-
zards to encompass subjects such as conflicts and urbanization [16,56].

The concept of compound events overlaps significantly with the
literature on interacting and interconnected risk, which adopts a sys-
tems theory approach to earth sciences. Both fields emphasize en-
vironmental factors as the primary triggers of extreme events, but the
latter elucidates the role of physical networks and causal chains to a
greater extent. For example, Gill and Malamud [20] describe networks
of hazard interaction as composed of three main hazard and process
groups (natural hazards, anthropogenic processes, and technological
hazards/disasters) whose interaction is governed by either triggering
relationships, increased-probability relationships, or catalysis/im-
pedance relationships. Variations in spatial and temporal extent, fre-
quency, and impact of networks produce diverse outcomes in different
contexts, but a visualization of connections can assist in producing
multi-hazard risk assessments and management strategies. Here, an-
thropogenic processes are primarily defined as human interactions with
natural systems that result in environmental and ecological change.

Cascading risk studies adopt a broader and more process oriented
approach to interconnected risk systems. A cascade is understood as a
chain of causality that emerges when hazards, risk and accumulated
vulnerabilities connect across multiple scales to produce a disaster [45].
The attention to sequential cause-effect relationships in cascading risk
makes it a robust tool for analyzing interlinked systems and networks.
This explains why, in the context of disaster studies, the approach has
been widely applied to understanding disaster vulnerability and po-
tential weak points in technological sectors such as energy, transpor-
tation and telecommunications [21,39,47]. As highlighted by the 2011
Japanese earthquake and the resulting crisis at the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power plant, increasingly interdependent socio-technical sys-
tems have resulted in complex functional dependencies that can pro-
duce or amplify disaster losses in diverse sectors. In the context of in-
creased risk of climate change and augmented exposure, governments
and critical service providers are using a cascading crisis framework to
understand vulnerability nodes and potential escalation points that
cause cross-sector breakdowns when triggered by hazard events [29].

Subsequently, much of the initial analysis of cascading risks focused
heavily on the nature and form of triggering events such as the natural
hazard or the loss of function of a physical component of critical in-
frastructure. In its simplest form, the chain of causality is often de-
scribed as a ‘toppling domino effect’, where a sudden shock to the
system generates uncontrolled chain losses down the line of connected
systems [44]. The tendency to view cascading events as a linear chain
of pre-existing vulnerability points assumes the presence of a pre-
dictable sequence of dependence, where the degree of causality or
‘coupling’ between two or several points can be measured [34]. Recent
consideration of a more diverse range of sectors, including emergency
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management [22], ecology and institutions [18], and transboundary
crises [4] has extended the application of cascading risk. Moving be-
yond the domino effect metaphor, the cascading risk concept now offers
greater relevance to the points of escalation of possible crises and sec-
ondary events, and the role of anthropogenic elements in the creation of
vulnerability pathways.

The interplay between environmental, physical and social domains
in the production of disasters has been comprehensively covered in
literature on vulnerability assessments and resilience thinking [23,3,5].
Several frameworks, conceptual models and vulnerability assessment
techniques have adopted a socio-ecological systems approach to ad-
dress the cross-scalar and multi-actor dynamics risk and vulnerability
[17,2,35,37]. Perhaps the most notable conceptualizations of system
vulnerability are represented by the pressure and release model [60]
and the panarchy framework [25]. The pressure and release model
traces the progression of vulnerability starting from root causes to dy-
namic influences to unsafe conditions, resulting in a disaster when it
intersects with a hazard or stressor. Much like the toppling domino
analogy, this approach is not sufficiently comprehensive to address
broader systems risk. By contrast, in the panarchy model natural and
human systems are connected by structures and processes spanning
hierarchical scales. Adaptive cycles of growth, accumulation, re-
structuring and renewal occur in nested sets of ecological, temporal and
spatial resolutions across these different scales, but always in relation to
dynamics of other cross-scalar and hierarchical influences within the
system [12]. Such vulnerability and resilience analyses emphasize the
role of social agency, uncertainty, feedback loops and learning in cou-
pled human-environment systems, allowing the discourse to move be-
yond causal structures of risk [11,43]. Here, the empirical focus on
place based analysis of social resilience risks underplaying the im-
portance of physical interdependencies, thereby limiting the scope for
tracing complex chain effects in multi-hazard settings for entire sys-
tems.

Combining vulnerability and resilience analyses with the concept of
cascading risk could provide an opportunity to merge anthropogenic
and physical aspects of disaster risk. Bearing in mind that the accu-
mulation of vulnerability is fluid and multi-scalar, the identification of
cascades nonetheless allows for the construction of vulnerability path-
ways between diverse physical and social elements of a system. Thus
far, both approaches have been primarily occupied with the examina-
tion of high impact, extreme disaster events, which have been the
subject of attention of a large proportion of empirical studies under-
taken in disaster literature [32]. Uncovering vulnerability pathways
and relationships of causality for disaster events of a less extreme
magnitude or a longer gestation period, provides an ideal testing
ground for a cascading vulnerability analysis.

3. Risk drivers of small-scale and slow-onset events

The United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction
(UNISDR) defines extensive risk as ‘The widespread risk associated with
the exposure of dispersed populations to repeated or persistent hazard
conditions of low or moderate intensity, often of a highly localized
nature, which can lead to debilitating cumulative disaster impacts’
[50]. The concept has been further developed in the Global Assessment
Report on Disaster Risk Reduction (GAR), which describes it as a risk
layer that results in frequently occurring, low-intensity disaster losses
which, over the long term, have the potential to affect a large number of
people and result in the erosion of development processes and infra-
structure [49].

Events generated by forms of extensive risk have been inter-
changeably referred to in the literature as small-scale, quotidian, every
day, or chronic disasters [14,36,41,42]. Some authors have gone as far
as referring to such events as ‘invisible’ or ‘neglected’ [46,61], an al-
lusion to how a vast majority of small scale disasters remain largely
unobserved and under-studied beyond the community affected by them

[30]. One reason for this oversight can be attributed to the fact that
extensive disasters are not systematically captured by global risk
modeling or international disaster loss databases, thereby offering
limited opportunity and evidence for studying the high-frequency, low-
severity losses and costs they generate.

Several studies have tried to address the impact of extensive risk
disasters within specific contexts or sectors. Using the DesInventar da-
tabase, the GAR [51] estimates losses from extensive risk disasters
equaled US$94 billion between 2004 and 2014 for 85 countries and
territories where data was available. Marulanda et al. [36] examine the
long term socio-economic impact of small and moderate disasters in
Colombia, revealing that their cumulative economic costs superseded
the cost of extreme events during a 32 year time period (1971–2002),
exerting an additional burden on already stretched local development
resources.

Despite a small evidence base, investigations of the cost of small
scale disasters are consistent in outlining the difference between im-
pacts produced by intensive and extensive risk disasters. Extreme
events generate a much higher rate of mortality and destruction of
economic assets such as high value infrastructure in the immediate and
short-term, whereas small to medium scale disasters result in higher
levels of damage to economic assets such as public utility infrastructure,
and the loss of livelihoods over a longer time scale [15,28]. In the GAR
analysis, intensive risk events account for the bulk of losses for mor-
tality and destroyed housing, but damage to roads, energy infra-
structure, water supplies, agriculture, as well as high levels of injuries
are primarily associated with extensive risk events [51]. With the ex-
ception of the DesInventar database, the latter elements of disaster loss
are poorly captured by the thresholds and data categories currently
present in leading disaster database structures (see Fig. 1) resulting in
under representation or under-counting of the impacts of small and
medium scale disasters.

Extensive risk disasters are usually affiliated with localized forms of
urban flooding, landslides, flash floods, storms, fires and other hazards,
but the creation of vulnerability and exposure for extensive risk is more
closely linked to underlying drivers such as poverty and inequality,
environmental degradation, poor urban planning, vulnerable rural li-
velihoods and weak governance than with the physical hazard itself
[15,8]. This results in disaster impact trees that are complex in their
physical and social causality, and which in turn affect related variables
and vulnerabilities in a multi-scalar risk system. Secondary and tertiary
impacts are particularly pronounced for extensive disaster risk, in part
due to the recurrent and cumulative nature of such events. For example,
damage to health and outbreaks of disease due to weather fluctuations
[40], vulnerability of small and medium enterprises after recurrent
flooding [55], risk of injury from physical hazards and long term in-
frastructural damage [28], and nutritional impacts on children after
agricultural losses resulting from continuous exposure to low level
hazard risk [48] are cited in the literature as some of the indirect but
important impacts of extensive risk disasters. The data categories pre-
sent in the Sendai indicators or DesInventar database do not adequately
capture such indirect but relevant disaster impacts.

Although slow-onset hazards are different from small-scale disasters
in severity and frequency, the persistent and low to moderate intensity
impacts generated over the lengthy, indeterminate duration of disaster
events such as droughts and heat waves renders them similar to small-
scale events in terms of the multi-causal and complex production of
impacts. The drawn out gestation period between hazard onset and
impacts in slow-onset setting allows for wider and more reiterative
interaction between various layers of vulnerability and exposure. This
presents challenges for the accounting of impacts for slow-onset hazard
events, where loosely coupled causal chains and interdependencies
create problems for the attribution of losses to the triggering event. Like
small-scale events, the contribution of anthropogenic risk drivers often
equals or overshadows the significance of the physical hazard in trig-
gering impacts for slow-onset events. For example, systemic risk
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contained in structures of political governance or the processes of social
development can be more dominant in the creation of loss and damage
during a drought than the hazard itself [58].

Like small-scale events, the effects and impacts of slow-onset ha-
zards are poorly demonstrated by data categories present in global
disaster database structures [6]. A high intensity event causes im-
mediate physical damage, which can be easily attributed to the causal
event but in the case of slow-onset or small-scale disasters, this chain of
causality becomes difficult to justify and calculate, as impacts or even
adaptive actions are continually and simultaneously manifested at
various scales and stages of hazard onset. While recognizing the im-
portance of individual contexts and overall uncertainty, an articulation
of logical or predictable chain effects and dependency pathways can
improve the calculation of impacts resulting from both small-scale and
slow-onset events through the identification of vulnerability nodes and
physical interdependencies.

4. Application of cascades to slow-onset hazards and small-scale
disaster impact assessment

Tracing cause and effect chains in slow-onset hazards and small-
scale disasters can assist in the creation of relevant loss categories in
databases to more appropriately capture impacts which have hitherto
been absent in loss accounting systems, thereby improving methodol-
ogies for impact calculation. Studies of vulnerability pathways using
cascades and systems thinking have developed models for tracking
disaster impacts, although none of these have been extended to the
actual assessment of losses generated by disasters especially for small-
scale and slow-onset events. One such methodology employs Causal
Loop Diagrams (CLDs), which are applied by [7] to delineate the im-
pacts of disasters as a means for developing more effective emergency
response operations. The focus of the study on infrastructure impacts in
the transport, electricity, water and health sectors does not detract from
its potential application to include non-infrastructure variables in risk
and vulnerability creation. The authors produce CLDs as a means of
illustrating cascade effects and occurring dependencies for flood and
heat wave hazards. Using hazard trees as a foundation for outlining
physical disaster diffusion, a map of looped connections is created to
represent the spread of various interacting consequences within the
affected sectors. Corresponding CLDs are outlined for critical elements

of disaster relief operations, which are then merged together with in-
frastructure diagrams to demonstrate how diverse disaster impacts can
effect and change the needs of disaster management operations. The
functionality of the CLDs is tested against the historical disasters of the
2002 European floods and the 2003 European heat wave to examine
their validity in explaining systems behavior. The high degree of ab-
straction necessary for creating CLDs means that not every influencing
variable can be captured for every specific context, and not all included
variables are relevant in different settings. Nonetheless, the diagrams
provide a generalized but robust approach towards identifying com-
plicated outcomes for both case study examples.

In this paper, the approach is applied to illustrate the impacts of
heat waves as an example of a slow-onset events. A new set of data
categories for assessing heat wave impacts can be obtained through the
use of CLDs derived from a sample of historical studies on the impact of
extreme heat events. Fig. 2 represents an initial articulation of impact
loops, which can be further strengthened through the consideration of
additional case studies, or adapted for specific contexts, environments
and scales. Some of the vulnerability nodes expressed in the diagram
can be easily expressed as numerical or economic values. These include
traditional categories such as mortality and morbidity, but can be ex-
panded to include indicators on percentage changes in crop yields, air
quality indices, and electricity demand. Others reflect impacts that are
more easily expressed or assessed using either direct or deduced
quantitative impacts, or by simple qualitative yes/no expressions in-
dicating occurrence of impact. For example, school closures can be
categorized simply as having occurred or not, or expressed in terms of
the number of schools, or number of students affected. Certain elements
contained in the CLD, such as urban heat island effect, represent sec-
ondary effects rather than impacts, and serve as an illustration of es-
calation points that provide explanatory connections with other impact
categories.

The impact points outlined in Fig. 2 can be translated into database
indicators that unravel linear cause-effect relationships or ‘complicated
risks’ between independent systems, which can be known in advance
using stochastic analysis of information available from historical heat
wave events. Similar indicators can be constructed for other hazards,
and small-scale disaster events. But the complicated risk relationship
chains outlined in CLDs are not static or linear in real life, and are
subject to multiple influences over spatial and temporal scales. This is

Fig. 1. Data categories present in major databases and Sendai Indicators (Targets A to D).
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particularly true for the longer gestation and recurrent manifestation of
extensive risk and slow-onset hazards. In systems thinking, the iteration
of knowable, complicated risks evolve and interact over the process of
time and space to result in the creation of ‘complex’ risks that are less

easily known prior to the triggering of a disaster impact chain [10].
While the development of disaster CLDs is useful as a first step in the
process of identifying complicated impact chain indicators, their utility
for measuring long-term and multi-scalar risk requires the inclusion of

Fig. 2. CLD for heat wave impacts.

Fig. 3. Systems interaction of heat wave impacts.
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‘complex’ cascades and dynamics.
One method for achieving this aim is the application of System of

Systems (SOS) and complex thinking frameworks to CLDs as a means of
unraveling complex interdependent risks. In a study on improving
disaster preparedness and resilience, Cavallo and Ireland [9] address
uncertainty of disaster impacts through the identification of known as
well as ‘unknown’ elements of interdependencies and systems risk. A
disaster is not visualized simply as a sum of its component parts or
impacts, but a system of independent systems that are networked, in-
tegrated, and dependent on each other (system of systems). The same
logic can be applied to impact calculation, where initial disaster CLDs
are located within additional sectors or systems to reflect complex
outcomes over time (Fig. 3).

The incorporation of CLDs into a multi-dimensional framework re-
veals the secondary or indirect impacts of any given hazard over tem-
poral and spatial scales. In the case of heat waves, it reveals secondary
and tertiary impacts in sectors as diverse as education, energy and in-
stitutional risk governance. The list of indicators outlined in Fig. 4 re-
presents an initial conceptualization of the data categories that could
form part of a detailed system for assessing losses generated by extreme
heat events. Further sub-indicators can easily be added under many of

these data categories, and the data required to populate the majority of
indicators potentially exists in most national contexts. Depending on
the priorities of loss assessment, impact can be calculated for these
sectors using quantitative, qualitative or proxy values.

Not all categories will exhibit the same degree of susceptibility to
disaster risk and, depending on the context and risk management pre-
rogatives, might not present as a priority for impact calculation.
Governance structures such as disaster management authorities are one
such category, which are both positively and negatively impacted by
the incidence of a disaster event. Recognizing this impact may or may
not emerge as a priority in relation to other loss categories such as the
loss of infrastructure or amount of disaster-led displacement. The
creation of cascading loss trees nonetheless allows for the selection of
impact categories in an informed and holistic manner, and offers a more
targeted indicator set for assessing heat wave impacts than the Sendai
indicators or other database structures.

In Fig. 5 the analysis has been extended further outwards to indicate
the evolution of impacts over a longer range of time and scales. This is
particularly demonstrative of the impacts of recurrent disasters irre-
spective of their magnitude, as is the case with small and medium scale
disasters. The diagrams illustrate how physical losses are characterized

Fig. 4. Proposed heat wave impact indicators.
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by shorter chain or tightly coupled relationships. Impacts experienced
in the social and development domains are manifested over longer
temporal and spatial scales, and are marked by loosely coupled or
longer connective chains of interaction.

The longer the relational distance or connecting chain between the
triggering event and the impact node, the more difficult it is to accu-
rately calculate loss affected by the heat wave event in that particular
vulnerability point. In fact, it could be argued that where loose coupling
exists between variables, the assessment of impact is less easily ex-
pressed as a quantitative measure, and more as a qualitative expression
of cause and effect. For loosely coupled variables of macro-economic
impacts, the use of a single disaster event is never sufficient for proving
correlation, let alone direct causation. But the construction of CLDs that
are built on and tested across multiple case studies of heat wave events,
for example, can demonstrate the correlation between triggering events
and remote impact points such as macroeconomic fluctuations.

It is important to note that indicator methodologies offer only a
partial illustration of systems risk because they provide two-dimen-
sional representations of multi-dimensional risk factors. There is limited
scope for demonstrating the role played by risk behavior and decision-
making in altering the magnitude of impact experienced at each vul-
nerability node. An analysis of risk creation and risk drivers would
normally necessitate the assignment of weights to every point or vul-
nerability node in a cascading model for individual disasters. However,
the present consideration of disaster loss calculation does not require an
elaboration of the degree to which a particular sector or system dy-
namic is vulnerable or responsible for risk creation. Instead, it is suf-
ficient to recognize the potential for impact in each category such that it
is included in loss assessment systems.

This underscores the importance of creating categories of loss that
are hazard specific and based on empirical reiterations of disaster
events. A one-fits-all approach to impact calculation is efficient in

creating standardized systems for loss recording, but the diversity of
hazard-specific impacts requires a tailored methodology for each dis-
aster type. The successful production of several hazard specific data-
bases at both the national and international level provides evidence of
the utility of adopting such an approach [24,31]. The use of a systems
perspective also highlights the multi-disciplinary and multi-sectoral
scope of impact data. As demonstrated by the impact categories in
Fig. 4, cross-sector expertise and exchange is needed for the collection
and analysis of disaster loss impacts, which cannot be limited to current
expressions of loss in short-term economic costs. In fact, the creation of
cascading loss models highlights the limitations of describing impacts
primarily in terms of fast-onset, quantitative human and financial costs.
Categories such as service disruption may not always be expressible as
units of economic loss, but can be elucidated in alternative units re-
levant to each disaster type and impact. These include losses expressed
in terms of length of disruption time, estimates of people affected (in
the case of transport system breakdowns), or the percentage increase in
the use of emergency health services.

Cascading risk analyses also necessitate a consideration of not only
concurrent but sequential impacts of disasters over time, revealing
shortcomings of current disaster database systems to capture indirect
losses created by secondary impacts. As discussed earlier, unlike tightly
coupled impacts, losses generated over longer temporal and spatial
scales require periodic monitoring and reporting of impacts. Existing
loss accounting systems such as the Sendai indicators cannot adequately
capture impact data for slow-onset hazards or small-scale disasters that
have a long gestation and manifestation period because they rely on a
singular reporting phase in the near-term aftermath of disaster events.
Regular monitoring creates an additional burden for loss reporting
agencies but it is clear from the sample of heat wave indicators pre-
sented in Fig. 4 that many of the categories of impact such as crop yields
and hospital admissions are already periodically recorded and updated

Fig. 5. Nested systems interaction of heat wave impacts.
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within their respective sectors of agriculture and health over long time
scales.

Overall, the adoption of a lens of cascades helps to break down the
complex and interdependent consequences of slow-onset and small-
scale events. Unraveling interlinked social and natural processes is a
necessary step for developing relevant and effective strategies for di-
minishing the impacts of slow, extensive, and subsequently intensive
risk disasters. A systems approach, but one that is very much grounded
in the hazard and context is needed for improving methodologies for
loss identification, estimation, and recording.

5. Conclusion

This paper has argued that the current structure of the Sendai in-
dicators and disaster databases serves the needs of calculating the im-
pact of short-term realized risk but an improved methodology is needed
to expand their utility for supporting proactive risk reduction and dis-
aster prevention strategies over the long term. Expressing losses as
economic values is useful for providing an overall estimation of the
damage a given system endures in the immediate aftermath of a dis-
aster, but is not necessarily sufficient for the creation of strategies that
support a ‘substantial reduction of disaster risk and losses in lives, li-
velihoods and health and in the economic, physical, social, cultural and
environmental assets of persons, businesses, communities and coun-
tries’ [52]. In order to meet the goals and targets of the Sendai Fra-
mework, information on losses must highlight vulnerabilities in social
and physical spheres by reflecting not only short-term economic losses,
but through the inclusion of multi-scalar, long-term, and indirect im-
pacts of disaster risk.

The implementation of the Sendai indicators provides a unique
opportunity for improving loss recording systems at a global level but
current efforts require further innovation and improvement to achieve
these targets. Literature on systems thinking and cascading risk offers
critical analytical tools for understanding the process and impact of
disasters, including small-scale and slow-onset events that are currently
under-represented in disaster loss databases. The use of new ap-
proaches, such as the ones utilized in this paper, demonstrate the
possibility of improving loss information to simultaneously improve
risk accounting and risk reduction strategies. An expansion of data
categories and the form of information contained in database structures
can shift the utility of disaster databases from systems of loss ac-
counting to tools for risk accounting, providing a much needed
knowledge base for forward-looking disaster management strategies.
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